Hi! You have probably seen me walking around college in a bobble hat or tucking into yet another hot chocolate/caramel shortbread combo from STACS. I’m Ed, a first year Classicist who would like to be your next IT officer!

Why me?
Organised - I manage my workload well so I’ll be able to dedicate sufficient time to the role
Capable - I’d like to think that I know my way around technology (when I got home from my first term at uni, my parents gave me a hug and then the new wifi box to set up)
Experienced - when I was younger, I was always playing IT...although I feel that’s not entirely relevant

My aims…
Maintain active communication between the college IT staff and myself
Help next year’s freshers to settle in well technologically (e.g. getting onto the wifi quickly, working out the SSO, etc.)
Update the JCR website where necessary and listen to any ideas that people may have regarding improving it
Provide year-round assistance with any IT problems

Not being able to connect to eduroam
Connecting to eduroam
Realising that eduroam is “cough cough” not brilliant